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Abstract—Multicasting is becoming increasingly important in
today’s networks. In optical networks, optical splitters facilitate
the multicasting of optical signals. By eliminating the transmis-
sion of redundant traffic over certain links, multicasting can
improve network performance. However, in a wavelength-division
multiplexed optical network, the lack of wavelength conversion
necessitates the establishment of a single multicast circuit (light-
tree) on a single wavelength. On the other hand, establishing
several unicast connections (lightpaths) to satisfy a multicast
request, while requiring more capacity, is less constrained in
terms of wavelength assignment. The objective of this paper
is to evaluate the tradeoff between capacity and wavelength
continuity in the context of optical multicasting. To this end, we
develop accurate analytical models with moderate complexity for
computing the blocking probability of multicast requests realized
using lighttrees, lightpaths, and combinations of lighttrees and
lightpaths. Numerical results indicate that a suitable combination
of lighttrees and lightpaths performs the best when no wavelength
conversion is present.

Index Terms—Blocking probability, hybrid approach, lightpath,
lighttree, multicasting, optical splitters, wavelength conversion,
wavelength routing.

I. INTRODUCTION

WAVELENGTH-DIVISION multiplexed (WDM) optical
networks that use wavelength routing may be used to set

up on-demand circuit-switched all-optical connections called as
lightpaths. Lightpaths can be used as high-speed point-to-point
links in a higher layer service network. The proliferation of ser-
vices such as video distribution and conferencing requires future
networks to be multicast capable. In a wavelength-routing op-
tical network, multicasting is easily enabled by optical power
splitters which split an optical signal into many “copies.” Using
these splitters, an optical signal can be delivered to multiple des-
tinations over a tree (consisting of the set of links on which the
signal is going to propagate) with the source node’s transmitter
as the root. However, splitting results in power loss and, in prac-
tice, there may be a limit to the number of times a signal may
be split.

In this paper, we consider a WDM wavelength-routing net-
work on which we wish to set up point-to-point (unicast)
requests and point-to-multipoint (multicast) requests. Unicast
requests can be set up using lightpaths. It is an interesting
question to ask how multicast requests should be realized.
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Fig. 1. A multicast tree.

They may be realized using an optical tree (lighttree [1]1 ), or
a set of lightpaths (one from the source to each destination),
or a combination of lightpaths and lighttrees. In this paper,
we define the three ways of realizing a multicast request as
the lighttree approach, the lightpath approach, and the hybrid
approach, respectively.

Let us illustrate the various tradeoffs involved in the three
approaches with the help of an example multicast tree shown
in Fig. 1. Suppose no wavelength conversion is available and
a multicast request is to be set up over the given tree. For the
lighttree approach, we need to find a single wavelength that is
free on all the seven links of the multicast tree. For the lightpath
approach, we need to find four different wavelengths, one free
on links , another free on links , a third free
on links , and a fourth free on links . The
constraint due to wavelength continuity is the most severe in
the lighttree approach while the capacity requirement is the
least (seven wavelengths—one on each of the seven links of
the tree). On the other hand, the lightpath approach is least
constrained in terms of wavelength continuity because each of
the four wavelengths needs to be free on only three links, but
the capacity requirement is the highest (12 wavelengths—four
on link 1, two each on links 2 and 3, and one each on links

. The hybrid approach is in between the lighttree and
lightpath approaches in terms of the capacity and wavelength
continuity constraints. One hybrid approach could be to split
the multicast tree into two subtrees, one consisting of links

, and the other consisting of links . Now,
the capacity requirement is only eight but the wavelength
continuity constraint is more pronounced than in the lightpath
approach. Another hybrid approach could be to further split
one of the subtrees (say the one consisting of links )
into two paths and . In this case, we have
one subtree and two paths which span the multicast tree, and

1A lighttree is an all-optical tree in which an optical signal from the
root (or source) of the tree is split and delivered to every destination.
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the capacity requirement is ten with somewhat more relaxed
constraints on wavelength continuity. Several other hybrid
realizations are also possible.

It is important to note that the hybrid approach does not
include the lighttree and lightpath approaches. By “a hybrid
approach,” we mean that every multicast call (for a particular
source and destination set) is set up using thesamecombination
of lighttrees and lightpaths. Two hybrid approaches are different
if the lighttree/lightpath combinations are different. This is
analogous to using a fixed routing and wavelength assignment
algorithm in unicast. For example, one hybrid approach for the
multicast tree shown in Fig. 1 consists of two subtrees spanning
the links and . Another hybrid approach
consists of one subtree and two subpaths
and .

A. Previous Work

Optical multicasting has attracted a fair amount of research
attention recently. We now give an overview of the previous
work done in optical multicasting. We classify the work into
three categories, viz., multicast node architectures, multicast
routing and wavelength assignment, and performance modeling.
The work in each of these three areas is briefly reviewed below.

1) Node Architectures:Multicasting can be achieved
without using any optical splitting by just establishing separate
lightpaths from the source to every destination. But from the
point of view of resource optimization, it is more economical
to use optical splitters thereby eliminating redundant traffic on
certain links. Such a multicast-capable (MC) node can have
different degrees of splitting capabilities. The most basic MC
node architecture is the splitter and delivery (SaD) [also called
the tap and continue (TaC)] architecture [2]. Here, most of the
energy in the incoming signal is passed to the output but a
very small amount of it is tapped for local use. This can then
be amplified and delivered to the local node. The advantage of
doing this is that it is simple to implement and also does not
result in significant power losses for the downstream nodes.

Three architectures for MC nodes are presented in [3].
These are called the multicast with same wavelength (MSW),
multicast with the same destination wavelength (MSDW), and
multicast with any wavelength (MAW). MSW corresponds to
no wavelength conversion (WC), i.e., the incoming signal and
outgoing signals must be on the same wavelength. In MSDW,
all output signals must use the same wavelength but this may
be different from the input wavelength. MAW corresponds
to a splitting node with full WC, i.e., the incoming signal
and the outgoing signals may all use different wavelengths.
Power efficient designs of multicast cross-connects that provide
unicast service without imposing power splitting loss on it are
studied in [4].

In this paper, we assume the MSW node model for MC nodes
without WC and the MAW node model for MC nodes with WC.
For reader convenience, we present the MSW and MAW node
architectures below by essentially reproducing them from [3].
The multicast node architecture for no WC is shown in Fig. 2(a)
for one wavelength (wavelength 1). The input wavelengths are
assumed to have been demultiplexed prior to the inputs shown in
the figure, which carry only one wavelength. The splitter splits

Fig. 2. Multicast node architecture. (a) No wavelength conversion. (b) Full
wavelength conversion.

the input optical signal on the given wavelength into three copies
with equal power and each of these is connected to one output
combiner. The combiner essentially selects the active input and
passes it on to its output. It is necessary that only one of the
several combiner inputs are active at any given time. This is
ensured by programming the on–off switches (implemented, for
example, using semiconductor optical amplifiers) appropriately.
To multicast the optical signal on input 1 and wavelength 1 to
outputs 1 and 2 and the same wavelength, we need to activate
those switches that are shown in dark in the figure and disable
those that are shown by shaded crossed lines. This ensures that
there is no contention at the combiners.

The multicast node architecture for full WC is shown in
Fig. 2(a) when there are two wavelengths per fiber. For clarity,
complete connections to the combiners are shown only for
those two combiners that correspond to output1-wave1 and
output2-wave2. The only additional component needed now
is the full wavelength converter which can convert any input
wavelength to a fixed output wavelength. Every output-wave-
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length combination needs such a converter. Suppose that the
signal on input 1 and wavelength 1 needs to be multicast to
outputs 1 and 2 on the wavelengths 1 and 2, respectively. This
can be achieved by the activation pattern (dark shaded switches
are on) for the on–off switches shown in Fig. 2(b).

2) Multicast Routing and Wavelength Assign-
ment: Multicast routing and wavelength assignment (RWA) is
the problem of choosing a tree and assigning wavelength(s)
to it to satisfy a multicast request. Typically, constraints on
the splitting degree of an MC node are assumed. Constrained
multicast routing with sparse light splitting, where only some
nodes in the network are capable of splitting a signal while
others are not, is studied in [5]–[7]. Specifically, four WDM
multicast routing algorithms are proposed and their relative
performances are compared in [5]. Multicast RWA to minimize
the number of wavelengths in a WDM network with splitter
constraints is studied in [8]. The problem of multicast routing
in circuit-switched multihop optical networks is studied in [9].
Dynamic traffic is considered in that paper. The problem is
to find suitable wavelengths on the links of the tree on which
to establish the call in such a way that the transmitters and
receivers used by the call are not already used by existing
circuits. It is shown that this problem is NP-complete and
efficient heuristics are proposed and evaluated. In [2], an
alternative to implementing multicasting without using power
splitters is considered. The node architecture assumed here
is the TaC architecture which avoids the power losses due
to splitting. Heuristics to construct a trail to cover all the
destinations in a multicast group are given and evaluated.

3) Performance Modeling:The concept of a lighttree for
improved performance in optical networks is introduced in [1].
There has been some work in modeling the blocking perfor-
mance of multicast requests when they are implemented using
lighttrees. An analytical multicast blocking model for so-called
homogeneous trunk switched networks (TSNs) is proposed in
[10]. A path decomposition approach for evaluating the call
blocking probability of multicast calls is proposed in [11].
Multicast blocking models for a fully connected network with
constraints on the number of hops used for routing are pre-
sented in [12]. Blocking probability analysis in WDM switching
networks with limited wavelength conversion is presented in
[13]. Multicast communication in a class of multicast-capable
WDM networks with regular topologies under some commonly
used routing algorithms is addressed in [14]. The problem of
multicast-capable node placement in wavelength-routed optical
networks is addressed in [15]. Point-to-multipoint connection
establishment with an upper bound on the number of wave-
length converters is addressed in [16]. A point-to-multipoint
generalization of a lightpath is given in [17]. The problem
of minimizing the cost of establishing multicast calls under
dynamic traffic is considered in [18] and [19]. The blocking
performance of multicast traffic in wavelength routing net-
works under various fanout splitting policies is addressed in
[20]. Bounds on wavelength requirements for multicasting in
general topology WDM networks are presented in [21].

B. Contributions of This Paper

Our example earlier illustrated the tradeoff between capacity
requirement and wavelength continuity for the three approaches

for realizing a multicast request, viz., the lighttree, lightpath, and
hybrid approaches. It is far from clear which of these approaches
is the most suitable from a network performance point of view
even if there are no limitations imposed by the physical layer in
the form of splitting losses. Our objective in this paper is to de-
velop a framework to compare these three approaches. To this
end, we develop analytical models using a common framework
for computing the probability that a multicast request is blocked
in each of the three approaches, and studying the impact of
wavelength conversion on their performance. The models will
be shown to be quite accurate and their complexities are low
enough to employ them to quickly obtain numerical results. This
is the main contribution of this paper. There has been no effort
until now to analyze the lightpath and hybrid approaches. To the
best of our knowledge, the tradeoffs between wavelength con-
tinuity and capacity have not been recognized by previous re-
searchers. As the discussion accompanying the example shows,
a careful evaluation of the performance of all three approaches
is required before any conclusions regarding optical multicas-
ting can be made. We will see later that, in fact, the lighttree
approach is not desirable in certain situations. The rest of the
paper is organized as follows. We present our common frame-
work for the analysis of the three approaches in the next section.
The details of the analytical models are presented in the fol-
lowing three sections. Numerical results validating the models
and comparing the three approaches are presented in Section VI,
and finally, the paper is concluded in Section VII.

II. A COMMON FRAMEWORK FORMULTICASTING ANALYSIS

In this section, we develop a common framework that is used
by the three models presented in the next three sections. We start
by describing the network model and the assumptions used in
our analytical models.

• Each link of the network is assumed to have one fiber and
each fiber has wavelengths.

• Unicast call requests arrive according to a Poisson process
and are set up using lightpaths on fixed routes.

• We consider a single multicast tree, and assume that
multicast requests arrive according to a Poisson process
for this tree. The arrival rate of multicast requests is as-
sumed to be small relative to that of unicast requests. This
is practical and reasonable because multicast requests are
expected to arrive much more infrequently than unicast
requests. A similar assumption was made in [11], wherein
no more than a single multicast call was allowed at any
time for a given multicast group.

• Random wavelength assignment is used for the uni-
cast calls. This assumption is necessary for analytical
tractability.

• Multicast calls may be set up using lighttrees, lightpaths,
or a combination of them.

• For multicast calls set up as a lighttree, a wavelength is
selected randomly from the set of free wavelengths on
(if there is no WC).

• Different wavelengths may be assigned for different
branches at the root of the tree.
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Fig. 3. A two-hop path.

Fig. 4. A multicast tree.

• We do not use a reduced-load model [22], and assume that
the effect of request blocking on the load offered to a link
is negligible, as in [23].

For multicasting using lighttrees, only the MSW (corre-
sponding to no WC) and MAW (corresponding to full WC)
node models are considered. The network with the locations of
the MSW and MAW nodes is assumed to be given. To illustrate
our wavelength conversion model, consider the nodein
Fig. 4 to be a converter. Then, the tree is partitioned into three
segmentsas follows: one segment consisting of links 2, 4, and
5, another consisting of 3, 6, and 7, and the other consisting of
only the link 1. There are no converter nodes inside a segment.
Wavelength assignment can be done independently for these
segments. Note that a segment can itself be a tree rather than
a path.

The analytical models are based on the unicast blocking
model in [23]. The following notation is from [23]. Consider
the two-hop path shown in Fig. 3. A call that traverses both the
links is defined as acontinuing call, one that traverses only the
first link is defined as aleaving call, and one that traverses only
the second link is called anentering call. All the probabilities
defined in this paper are steady-state probabilities. Let

• leaving calls, continuing calls
and, entering calls in the two-hop path;

• wavelengths free on a link;
• wavelengths are free on the second link

of the path wavelengths are free on the first link of the
path ;

• same wavelengths busy on both the
links and wavelengths free on the first and the second
link, respectively;

• wavelengths free on both the
links and wavelengths, respectively, are free on the

first and the second link and wavelengths are used by
the same call on both the links.

The expressions for the above quantities from [23] are re-
produced here for convenience. In [23], the joint occupancy
distribution of the continuing, entering, and leaving calls on a
two-hop path was obtained by modeling the -tuple as
a truncated Markov chain. By solving the Markov chain, it was
shown in [23] that

(1)

where , and are the Erlang loads of the leaving, contin-
uing, and entering calls on the two-hop path. Also, from [23]

Let be the root of the multicast tree. , as well as all
the leaf nodes of can be assumed to be WC nodes for the
purpose of the model (even though they may not actually be).
For simplicity, we assume that the leaf nodes ofare the only
destination nodes. We assumeto not branch at since, other-
wise, it can be split into multiple different trees rooted atfor
wavelength assignment purposes. We describe some new nota-
tion now. A node refers to a multicast tree node in the notation
below.

• is the probability that the multicast call over is
blocked. We assume that all the given destinations must
be served for the multicast call to be successful.

• The pivot of node is that WC node closest to
on the reverse path fromto on .

• is the set of same wavelengths that are free on all the
links of which connect to . Let .

• wavelengths free on the link con-
necting to its parent and .This is defined for
all nodes.

• , where is the
parent node of . is defined for every node of
which is at least two hops away from its pivot node.

• is a fringe node of if it is the first WC node on a
downstream path (on ) from . There may be several
fringe nodes for a given node. A WC node is a fringe
node of itself. is the set of all fringe nodes of. When

is a WC node or a leaf node, .
• A segment with root is said to be a downstream segment

of node if either is the same as, or lies on the
reverse path from to . is the collection of all the
downstream segments of.
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Let us explain the above notation with the help of the tree
shown in Fig. 4. Suppose that there are no converters. Then, the
pivot of all the nodes is . is the number of wavelengths
free on link 4 and is the number of same wavelengths free
on links 1, 2, and 4. is the same wavelengths
free on links 4, 2, and same wavelengths are free on links
2 and 1 .

But if were a converter, is not defined, and nodes
and would be ’s fringe nodes. Then, the segment consisting
of link 4 is a downstream segment of the nodes , and . An-
other downstream segment of the above nodes would be link 5.

If were the only WC node, thenis the pivot of the nodes
, and . The pivot of is . Then, the two down-

stream segments ofconsist of links 2, 4, and 5, and 3, 6, and 7,
respectively. These two are also downstream segments of. The
downstream segments of the leaf nodes ofare nonexistent.

III. L IGHTTREE MODEL

We now present the model for computing the blocking prob-
ability of a multicast request on assuming that a lighttree is
used to set up the request. We first give a high-level view of
how our model works for no WC. Consider the multicast tree of
Fig. 4. Initially, we start with the wavelength sets ,
and . We find the probability distribution of the number of
same wavelengths belonging to both and (i.e., the inter-
section of and ). Let us call this . Similarly, we find

. At this point, we find the probability distribution of the
number of same wavelengths belonging to both and
(called .) The success probability of establishing the mul-
ticast call is nothing but the probability that is at least
one.

We now generalize this procedure for arbitrary WC and
present a formal description of the model. We start by defining
some more notation that is used exclusively by this model.

• is the random variable representing the number of
same wavelengths that are free on the linear segment from

to , as well as on all the links of the subtree
rooted at and extending up to the fringe nodes of. This
quantity is defined for all nodes. For WC nodes, the sub-
tree is empty.

• We define as the event that there exists, for each seg-
ment in , at least one wavelength free on all the links of
the segment. We also call this as asuccess event. Recall
that is the collection of all the downstream segments
of .

• , success event for all the
downstream segments of . This quantity is
defined for all nodes.

• Let be the children of . Then,
same wavelengths

free over the linear segment from to , as well
as on the links between and the nodes

, and not a
converter . We can easily see thatis just the cardinality
of .

We once again use Fig. 4 to explain the notation. Assuming no
WC nodes, is the number of same wavelengths free on all the

Fig. 5. Wavelength distribution diagram for computingM (n jn ; n ; n ).

links of . If is a converter, is the number of wavelengths
free on link 1 alone, as the subtree rooted atis considered
empty. Assuming no WC nodes, is the
wavelengths free on all the links of the tree (link 1the sub-
tree rooted at ) . The event is not of significance
here because the set is empty. If is the only converter, then

is the wavelengths free on the links 1, 2,
3, 6, and 7 (link 1 the subtree rooted atlimited by its fringe
nodes) and the multicast call succeeds on the two segments con-
sisting of the links 4 and 5, respectively .

We proceed by first finding and for the nodes
in . The computation of is recursive as shown below.

If the parent of , say , is a converter

(2)

and is 0, otherwise.
If is not a converter

(3)

is computed from of its parent as

(4)

We now compute by recursion. Essentially, we
combine two ’s into a single effective , which is then com-
bined with other ’s, shown in the equation at the bottom of
the next page, where

for , and is 0,
otherwise.

It is easy to verify the above expression for
with the help of the wavelength

distribution diagram shown in Fig. 5. The windows of
wavelengths and (of sizes and , respectively) are
randomly distributed within the window (of size ).
(Recall that random wavelength assignment is used.) The
intersection window, of size , is also randomly distributed
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within . The union window of size which is
randomly distributed within is also shown. This will be
used in the lightpath model analysis.

Then

(5)

where is the child of . Recall that has only one child.
is computed from the of its children in

three different cases as follows.

Case 1) is a converter but not a leaf node.
Then, if . Otherwise,

(6)

where are the children of .
can be easily obtained from .

Case 2) is a leaf node.
Then, if , and is

, otherwise.
Case 3) is not a converter.

(7)

where are the children of . This com-
pletes the lighttree model description.

A. Pseudocode for Computing Lighttree Model

We now briefly outline the steps involved in computingfor
our example tree of Fig. 1 for the lighttree model. We assume
no conversion and, therefore, ignore in .

Step 1) Compute , and for all nodes
except and , using (1), (2), (3), and (4).

Step 2) Compute from and
using (7). Note that and

are trivial.
Step 3) Similar to the above step, compute from

and using (7).
Step 4) Compute from

, and using (7).
Step 5) Finally, compute from and

using (5).

IV. L IGHTPATH MODEL

We now present the model for the lightpath approach. The
multicast call succeeds if all the lightpaths on the multicast tree
can be set up. Let us illustrate the condition under which the call
can succeed. First, consider the case of no wavelength conver-
sion. Let the destination nodes be numbered . Then,
we have to find one wavelength from each of the set of wave-
lengths , and these must be distinct (since they all
share the link from the root of the tree).2 It is not difficult to see
that wavelength assignment to lightpaths corresponds to finding
a matching in a bipartite graph. Consider the bipartite graph

, where corresponds to a wavelength set
, and is simply the set of wavelengths, . There

is an edge between and iff the wavelength .
The call can be established iff a matching of sizecan be found
in this bipartite graph.

A necessary and sufficient condition for a-cardinality
matching to exist in a bipartite graph is given by Hall’s the-
orem [24]: if such that , and the range set

is the set of nodes adjacent to some node in,
then . A condition on each subset is referred to
as a Hall’s condition. In our graph, this implies that the union
of any sets of wavelengths must have cardinality at
least .

To compute the blocking probability of the call, we need to
find the joint probability that all the Hall’s conditions are
satisfied. This observation indicates the difficulty of analyti-
cally computing the blocking probability of the call if it is set
up using lightpaths. In our model, we approximate the success
probability of establishing the call by the joint probability that

2This is an indication of why a simple model which considers the multicast
call to be successful if each of the lightpaths isindependentlysuccessful will
not work.
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a certain subset of Hall’s conditions are satisfied. We will see
later that this approximation is quite accurate.

Informally, our model works as follows. Consider the
multicast tree of Fig. 4. We start with the wavelength sets

, and as with the lighttree approach. We now
find the probability distribution of the number of wavelengths
that belong to either or (i.e., the union of and ).
Let us call this . We also impose the constraint that
and must be at least one. Similarly, we find and
impose the constraint that and must be at least one.
At this point, we find the probability distribution of the number
of wavelengths that belong to either or (called )
and impose the constraint that and should be at
least two each. The success probability of establishing the
multicast call now is nothing but the probability that
obtained thus is at least four. What this procedure does in effect
is to find the joint probability that all the constraints mentioned
above are satisfied. There are a total of seven constraints and
these are the seven Hall’s conditions that our model accounts
for in this particular multicast tree.

We now formally describe the model by giving some more
notation first.

• A downstream node of is one that has on its reverse
path to .

• the number of leaf nodes of the subtree of
rooted at . This is the minimum value of that is re-
quired for the call to possibly succeed, as every leaf node
of that has on its reverse path would require a wave-
length on all the links that connects it to. If is a leaf
node, then .

• Let , where are the nodes in ,
and let .

• Let be the children of . Then, for
denotes the Hall’s condition that

. Let be the set of all Hall’s conditions
, (denoted by . If is a con-

verter, ’s are undefined and is the condition that
.

• Let be the set of Hall’s conditions
, where are the downstream nodes ofthat

belong to the same segment as. All the nodes other than
the root of a segment are said to belong to that segment.
If is a converter or a leaf node, then consists only of

.
• is the event that all the Hall’s conditions belonging to

are satisfied.
• We define as the event that, for each segment in, all

the Hall’s conditions that are taken care of by our lightpath
model for that segment, are satisfied. We also call this as
a success event. Recall that is the collection of all the
downstream segments of.

• is the , all conditions
in are true, and the call succeeds on all the segments
downstream of . This quantity is defined for
all nodes.

• , where is a nonleaf converter node, is the
the call succeeds in all the downstream segments of

. This quantity is defined for all converting
nodes.

• is the the call succeeds in the segment
containing the th child of (as a nonroot node), as well
as on all the downstream segments of .

•
, all conditions are satisfied for

, and
not a converter, where are the children of

.
We explain the notation with the help of Fig. 4. Assume no

WC nodes (except the root and leaf nodes) unless otherwise
specified. The downstream nodes ofare , and . The
downstream nodes of are and . There are no downstream
nodes for , and . , and

. These numbers do not
depend on whether the nodes of the tree are WC or not.is
the Hall’s condition that
. is the Hall’s condition that . Note

that is the same condition as .
If is a converter, is the Hall’s condition that .

This is because is the same as . If and were the only
converters, then , and .
Since , and are leaf nodes which are assumed to be con-
verters, , if is one of , and . is empty.
Thus, is the probability that , all
the Hall’s conditions belonging to are true, and the call suc-
ceeds in all the downstream segments ofgiven wavelengths
are free on link 1.

If is the only converter, then is the probability
that the call succeeds on the two downstream segments ofcon-
sisting of the links and , respectively, given
that wavelengths are free on link 1. is the prob-
ability that the call succeeds on the segment consisting of the
links given and is the prob-
ability that the call succeeds on the segment consisting of the
links given .

is computed as shown in
the equation at the bottom of the next page, where

for , and is , otherwise,

and .
The Hall’s conditions that are accounted for by our model

in a given segment of are the ones belonging to , where
is the child of the root of the segment. Note that the root of

every segment has only one child because of our wavelength
conversion model. The number of Hall’s conditions accounted
for by our model is linear in the size of the tree. For a binary tree
with leaf nodes, the model takes care of only conditions
while there are conditions in total.

and for the nodes are computed as in the light-
tree model. Let be the child of . Then, .
Note that is the same as since is the only child of .

is given by

(8)

is computed in three different cases as follows.
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Case 1) is not a converter. Let its children be .
Then, can be expressed in
terms of the ’s, , as

(9)

if , and is equal to 0, otherwise.
Case 2) is a leaf node. Then, if

, else is .
Case 3) is a converter but not a leaf node. We observe that,

if or
, and , oth-

erwise.
, where has children,

where we have assumed statistical independence between
the segments rooted at. Let be the th child of . Then,

.
This completes the description of the lightpath model.

A. Pseudocode for Computing Lightpath Model

We now briefly outline the steps involved in computing
for our example tree of Fig. 1 for the lightpath model. Again, we
assume no conversion, and therefore ignorein .

Step 1) Compute and for all nodes
except and using (1), (2), (3), and (4).

Step 2) Compute from and
using (9). Note that and
are trivial. is the

, and .
Step 3) Similar to the above step, compute

from and using (9).
is the ,

and .
Step 4) Compute from

and using
(9). is the

, and
.

Step 5) Finally, compute from , and
using (8). Note that during this computation,

an additional condition that is imposed.

V. HYBRID MODEL

We now present the hybrid model, which is actually a com-
bination of the lightpath and lighttree models. We note that
the extension to the hybrid approach provided herein applies
to only some of the several possible combinations of lighttrees
and lightpaths for satisfying a given multicast call. The sets
of destination nodes served by these lighttrees and lightpaths
are assumed to not overlap. First, we specify the conditions
under which the extension is possible. We are given the fol-
lowing information. The hybrid implementation consists of a
set of lighttrees and lightpaths, each having a given demand,
i.e., the number of wavelengths, that are free on all the links of
the given tree/path in order to successfully establish the multi-
cast call. A demand of more than one is needed if wavelength
conversion is present. Thus, we see that wavelength assignment
for a hybrid implementation boils down again to the bipartite
matching problem (after we instantiate as many copies of each
of these tree/paths as its demand). These trees and paths can
have a very complicated link intersection (or overlap) pattern
and, as such, the general problem (corresponding to an arbi-
trary lighttree/lightpath combination) is very difficult to ana-
lyze. Nevertheless, we have found that accurate modeling of the
situation is possible for a subset of all the possible hybrid im-
plementations for the given multicast call. We call each of the
trees and paths as a subtree and a subpath, respectively, and also
refer to both of them by the common terminology “subcall.” Let
the subcalls be denoted by for . Each of these is
either a tree or a path. Now, accurate modeling is possible if the
following two conditions are satisfied.

Condition 1: Consider any two child links of a nonconverting
node of that are part of the same subtree(within a given
segment). Let the corresponding child nodes beand . If
and are nonconverters, then the subtrees ofrooted at the
nodes and are also part of . If either of them (say ) is a
converter, then the condition is still applicable to the subtree at
, which is a nonconverter. The subtrees rooted at leaf nodes are

taken to beNULL.
Condition 2: Consider any nonconverting nodeon the mul-

ticast tree. Let us form sets of links, out of
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Fig. 6. (a) An analyzable hybrid scenario irrespective of wavelength
conversion. (b) A nonanalyzable hybrid scenario under no WC (analyzable if
k is a converter).

the child links of , with each group containing those child links
that belong to a given subcall, whereis the number of subcalls
in the given hybrid realization. Some of the above sets can be
NULL. Any two of these sets of links should either overlap
completely or not overlap at all.

We speak of the above conditions being satisfied or not in the
context of the node.

Note that these conditions do not come into effect when there
is full WC. Thus any hybrid implementation can be analyzed by
our model in the case of full WC.

We illustrate the above conditions with three hybrid
realization examples. Let us assume no wavelength con-
version. Consider the following two hybrid realizations
of a multicast call. One consists of the set of subcalls

shown in Fig. 6(a) and the other
consists of the set shown in
Fig. 6(b). The former combination (of two lighttrees) satisfies
both the conditions but the latter does not satisfy either condi-
tion. The latter does not satisfy condition 1 atbecause has
two child links 2 and 3 that belong to the subcall (1, 2, 4, 5, 3,
6) but the subtree at(corresponding to child link 3) has a link
(link 7) that does not belong to the subcall. It does not satisfy
condition 2 at because we can form two groups and
out of the child links of , where and .

corresponds to the first subcall and corresponds to the
second subcall. They overlap (i.e., have a common link) but not
completely (i.e., they are not identical). Ifis a converter, then
the latter combination is still analyzable by our hybrid model
as neither condition is applicable at.

Now, consider another hybrid realization consisting of two
subtrees, one spanning the links (1, 2, 4, 3, 7) and the other
spanning the links (1, 2, 3, 5, 6). Under no WC, condition 1 is
clearly not satisfied at. When and are converters, condition
1 at is not concerned about these nodes. Condition 2 is satisfied
at , since both the subcalls span the links 2 and 3, the two
groups of child links of are identical .

We now describe the model briefly. The notation is almost the
same as that for the lightpath model, the main difference being in
how the variable is defined. We define recursively here.
Consider an arbitrary nonroot node of, say . Let the child
links of be organized into several groups each containing only
those links that are part of a subtree/subpath corresponding to a
subcall. We note that the same child links ofbelonging to a
given group can be part of two different subcalls. In this case,

we represent both the groups by a single effective group. Let the
groups be and let for be the number
of subcalls that span the links of group.

• for is the random variable representing
the intersection (or number of same wavelengths that be-
long to all) of the sets for all nodes that connect the
links of group to . This definition is for a noncon-
verting . If is a converter or a leaf node, is the same
as . The variables play the same role as in the
lightpath model for defining .

• Let and let . For leaf nodes and
converting nodes, is the same as .

• the number of subcalls that span the linear seg-
ment from to .

• For denotes the Hall’s condition that
. Let be the set of all Hall’s

conditions , (denoted by . If
is a converter, ’s are undefined and is the condition
that .

•
are the same as for the lightpath model.

• Let be the children of . Let
be the different groups of the child links ofas explained
before. Let

, all conditions are satisfied for

, and not a converter.
and are the same as for the lightpath model.

The computation of is also the same except for
Case 1 which is given below.

Case 1: is not a converter. Let its children be .
Then, can be expressed in terms of the

’s, , as

(10)

if , otherwise .
We now compute . We divide the

child links of into groups as explained before. Let the links
that belong to group 1 be , those that belong to group 2
be and so on and those that belong to groupbe

.
To find , we first find the intersection of

the ’s for various ’s that belong to a single group (which
gives the corresponding variable) and then take the union
of each of these. The intersection of a given set of’s is
obtained along the same lines as in the
lighttree model. Then, is obtained along the
same lines as was obtained in the lightpath
model. For the latter computation, we use ,
for .
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A. Pseudocode for Computing Hybrid Model

We now briefly outline the steps involved in computingfor
our example tree of Fig. 1 for the hybrid model. We assume that
the hybrid approach consists of two subtrees, one consisting of
the links 1, 2, 4, and 5 and the other consisting of the links 1, 3,
6, and 7. Again, we assume no conversion, and therefore ignore

in .

Step 1) Compute and for all nodes
except and using (1), (2), (3), and (4).

Step 2) Compute from and
using (10). Note that and

are trivial. is the
and have common elements, , and

.
Step 3) Similar to the above step, compute

from and using (10).
is the and have

common elements, and
.

Step 4) Compute from
, and using

(10). is the
, and

.
Step 5) Finally, compute from and

using (8). Note that during this computation,
an additional condition that is imposed.

B. Model Complexity

For the lighttree model, the computation of the quantity
takes time and so does the computation of

the quantity . The computation of takes
time. The computation of takes time.

All other quantities, such as , take only time
or less. Hence, the computational complexity of the model is

. The other two models can also be shown to have the
same complexity.

VI. PERFORMANCEEVALUATION

Performance evaluation results are presented in this section.
We first validate the three models using simulation results and
then proceed to the evaluation of the three approaches.

A. Simulation Details

We start with a brief description of the simulation set up. We
consider the NSFNET topology shown in Fig. 7. Unicast call
requests arrive for each of the 182 ordered pairs of nodes ac-
cording to a Poisson process, and the load for every node pair is
the same. Fixed shortest-path routing is assumed for the unicast
calls. There is a single multicast tree consisting of seven links
whose links are shown in bold in Fig. 7. The source node of the
multicast tree is 2. The multicast call load is set to of the
unicast call load for a single node pair. In assigning wavelengths
for the multicast calls in the lightpath approach, we do not use
truly random assignment since this would require the genera-
tion of all the matchings as described in Section IV. Instead,
we use an arbitrary assignment that is obtained using a piece

Fig. 7. NSFNET topology. The multicast tree links are in bold. Node 2 is the
root.

Fig. 8. EON topology. The multicast tree links are in bold. The source node is
indicated in the figure.

of public-domain code for generating a matching in a bipartite
graph. Generation of matchings is also needed for the hybrid
approach. For the lightpath approach, we have several sets of
wavelengths each corresponding to the same wavelengths that
are free on all the links constituting a single subpath (i.e., a uni-
cast path from the root to a destination node) and we need to find
a full cardinality matching on these sets of wavelengths. For the
hybrid approaches, these individual sets need not correspond to
unicast paths but can be trees themselves. But for wavelength
assignment, a full cardinality matching has to be found on these
sets as in the case of the lightpath approach.

We have also generated results for a 13-link tree in the Eu-
ropean optical network topology (EON) shown in Fig. 8. These
results are available in [25] and are not produced here due to
space constraints, and because they do not lead to significantly
different observations. We found that the models predict the
blocking of the various approaches accurately. This confirms
the validity (and the computational tractability) of our model for
even large trees. In all our experiments, we have chosen a range
of load values that give a multicast between 10 and 10 ,
which is generally accepted in the literature to be the range of
interest.

B. Model Validation

In all the plots presented in this section, solid curves denote
analytical results obtained using the models (denoted by M-)
and dotted curves denote simulation results (denoted by S-).
Moreover, we present only multicast performance results since
unicast performance is not our concern in this paper. Fig. 9(a)
and (b) show the simulation and model results for the lighttree
and lightpath approaches when , respectively. Results
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 9. Multicast blocking probability forF = 16 with no WC, full WC, and
sparse WC (case 1: one converter placed at node 4, case 2: one converter placed
at node 14) for the 7-link binary tree in NSFNET (a) using the lighttree approach
and (b) using the lightpath approach.

are shown for no WC, full WC (converters placed at all the in-
ternal nodes of the tree), and two sparse WC scenarios (one con-
verter placed at the child of the root node of the multicast tree,
i.e., node 4, and one converter placed at node 14). Note that we
plot unicast call load (per node pair) values on theaxis, and
the multicast call load is actually of this load. As can be
seen, the model is very accurate for both the tree and the path
approaches. We make the following observations from these re-
sults. For the lighttree approach, we see that a large reduction in
blocking probability is obtained when just a single converter is
placed at node 4. However, there is not much more reduction in
the blocking probabilities when full conversion is used. Thus,
much of the performance improvement is obtained by using
just one converter at the child of the root node (i.e., node 4),
even though there is a nonnegligible improvement achievable
by going to full conversion. Also note that when a single con-
verter is placed at node 14, there is not much improvement com-

Fig. 10. Model validation for two hybrid approaches andP comparison for
the tree, path, and the two hybrid approaches for the NSF tree such as the one in
Fig. 4 atF = 16 and no WC. One hybrid approach has two multicast subtrees
f(links 1, 2, 4, 5) and (links 1, 3, 6, 7)g (denoted by Hyb2m) and the other has
one multicast subtree (links 1, 2, 4, 5) and two unicast pathsf(links 1, 3, 6) and
(links 1, 3, 7)g (denoted by Hyb1m2u).

pared with the case of no conversion. Similar observations can
be made for the lightpath approach. Here, there is almost no per-
formance improvement compared with the no conversion case,
when a single converter is placed at node 14. When a single con-
verter is placed at node 4, the performance is almost the same
as in the case of full conversion. These observations point out
the importance of proper wavelength converter placement.

Also, the benefits of conversion are not as much as in the
lighttree approach where a drastic reduction in blocking is ob-
served when sparse conversion is introduced. This is because the
lightpath approach is mainly constrained by capacity (number of
free wavelengths) and conversion does not do much to help it,
whereas the performance of the lighttree approach is severely
constrained by wavelength continuity and even a very small
amount of conversion can greatly help.

Fig. 10 validates the results for two different hybrid ap-
proaches for satisfying multicast requests—one uses two
subtrees to satisfy a request and the other uses one subtree
and two lightpaths to satisfy a multicast request. In the figure,

and no WC is assumed. The corresponding blocking
probabilities for the lightpath and lighttree approaches are also
plotted for comparison. Once again, we note that the models are
quite accurate in predicting the blocking performance. We have
done extensive experimentation with the developed models and
have found similarly accurate results that cannot be presented
here due to space considerations. An interesting observation
that can be made from Fig. 10 is that the best performance
for the considered parameters is obtained for the two hybrid
approaches. While this may seem somewhat surprising at first,
it may be explained as follows. The lighttree approach has the
worst performance because of the strong wavelength continuity
constraint, and the lightpath approach improves performance
by relaxing the wavelength continuity constraint as much as
possible (at the expense of requiring more wavelengths). It
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Fig. 11. P comparison between the lighttree and the lightpath approaches for
F = 16, no WC, and sparse WC (one converter placed at node 4).

is quite natural to then consider the possibility of improving
performance even further by trying to balance the tradeoff
between wavelength continuity and wavelength requirement.
This is exactly what the hybrid approaches do and, indeed, an
improved performance is seen.

C. Performance Evaluation

Having presented sample results to validate the performance
models, we now present some more results to compare the three
approaches and the benefits that wavelength conversion pro-
vides to each of the three approaches. Throughout this section,
we present only analytical results, except where indicated.

It was observed from Fig. 9(a) and (b) that wavelength
conversion improved the performance of the lighttree approach
much more than that of the lightpath approach. We present
a more direct comparison of the two approaches in Fig. 11,
where we plot the blocking probability against the call load
for no WC and sparse WC (with one converter at the root’s
child, as before) for . As can be seen, the substantial
performance improvement with WC for the lighttree approach
is applicable for a large range of loads.

We noticed in Fig. 10 that the lighttree approach performed
worse than the lightpath approach for without WC.
As we see below in Fig. 12, when the number of wavelengths
is sufficiently small, the opposite happens and the lighttree ap-
proach outperforms the lightpath approach. This is because, as
the number of wavelengths decreases, the capacity constraint in-
creasingly dominates the wavelength continuity constraint.

In order to evaluate the effects of the various parameters on
the performance of the three approaches, we consider the per-
formance of the lighttree approach as a baseline for comparison
and definerelative utilizationas the ratio of the load supported
using a lightpath/hybrid realization to the load supported using
the lighttree approach at a given blocking level.

We plot the relative utilization for the lightpath approach and
the two hybrid realizations as a function of the number of wave-
lengths in Fig. 13(a), where we have fixed theat 10

Fig. 12. P comparison between the lighttree and the lightpath approaches for
no WC and a unicast call load per node pair per wavelength of 0.013 Erlangs.

and there is no WC. For , as we have already seen, the
lighttree approach outperforms the lightpath approach as indi-
cated by a relative utilization value of less than unity for the
lightpath approach. We also see that the realization using a sub-
tree and two lightpaths performs better, but is still worse than
the lighttree approach. However, even for , we see that
using two subtrees to realize a multicast request is better than
using a single lighttree. The relative utilizations of the lightpath
and the hybrid approaches increase with increasing number of
wavelengths, as expected. Fig. 13(b) shows the relative utiliza-
tion for sparse conversion [one converter placed at the child (i.e.,
node 4) of the root]. Now, the tree approach remains the best
even when the number of wavelengths is large, as the effect of
wavelength continuity is now mitigated to a large extent. It is
interesting to note that the utilization curves flatten out beyond
a point. This means that the supportable loads increase in the
same order for all the approaches regardless of the presence or
absence of wavelength conversion.

We next plot the relative utilization against the number of con-
verters within the multicast tree for and a of 10
in Fig. 14. The lightpath and both hybrid realizations outper-
form the lighttree approach when there is no WC, but when
even a single converter is introduced into the multicast tree (at
the child of the root node) the lighttree approach outperforms
the other realizations as the relative utilizations drop below one.
There is no further significant decrease in relative utilization as
more converters are added. This may be explained as follows.
The presence of a converter mainly helps the lighttree approach
as it is the one which is drastically constrained by the wave-
length continuity requirement. For a simple and intuitive ex-
planation, let us assume (reasonably) that the performances of
the other approaches are essentially unaffected by the presence
of conversion. maintained. Then, the characteristics shown in
Fig. 14, depend only on how the performance of the lighttree
approach varies with the number of converters. The first con-
verter is placed at node 4, where the first splitting takes place.
Intuitively, one can expect a very good improvement in perfor-
mance which is confirmed by Fig. 9(a). Moreover, it is also
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 13. Relative utilization versus F (Wavelengths) atP = 5 � 10
for (a) no WC, and (b) for sparse conversion (one converter at the child of the
root).

reasonable to expect that most benefits of conversion are ob-
tained by placing a single converter at the appropriate node, i.e.,
the child of the root. This again is confirmed by the same figure.
Furthermore, we see that the relative ordering of the lightpath
and the two hybrid realizations is

There has been much work recently on forming degree-con-
strained multicast trees in optical networks because of the in-
creased power losses due to multiway optical splitting. What our
results here have shown is the surprising fact that realizing mul-
ticast requests using multiple subtrees (essentially assuming that
the degree of each subtree is constrained) may actually bebetter
even from a network (blocking) performance point of view (i.e.,
when physical layer implications are not considered) in certain
cases. However, if there is some wavelength conversion present,
then the capacity advantage provided by trees with relaxed nodal
degree constraints tilts the balance toward using such trees, and
splitting loss would then be the limiting factor. We would like to
mention here that we do not recommend any specific approach

Fig. 14. Relative utilization versus the number of converters within the
multicast tree forF = 16 andP = 5�10 . One converter case corresponds
to a single converter at node 4, two converters case corresponds to converters
placed at nodes 4 and 14, and three converters case corresponds to converters
placed at nodes 4, 14, and 7.

over the others. Which approach would perform better depends
on the actual parameters and our models can be used to predict
this.

All of the results presented thus far assumed that wavelengths
were assigned randomly from the set of available wavelengths
for the unicast calls. When a more systematic wavelength
assignment algorithm is used for the unicast calls, one would
expect the performance improvement due to wavelength con-
version to diminish. In order to study this, we have also obtained
through simulations the blocking probabilities for the multicast
calls using the lighttree and lightpath realizations when the
well-known first-fit wavelength assignment algorithm is used
for the unicast calls. Fig. 15(a) and (b) shows these results for
the cases of no WC and a single converter at the child of the
root node, respectively. As expected, under first-fit assignment,
introducing conversion does not improve performance as much
for the tree approach as it does under random assignment. For
the path approach, when there is no WC, the first-fit assignment
improves multicast blocking probability by a fair amount,
but there is negligible improvement when there is a converter
present as now the effect of wavelength continuity is mitigated
and the improved wavelength usage correlation does not do
much to help reduce the blocking probability. Indeed, under low
loads (and sparse conversion), random assignment performs
betterthan first fit. This is because, under random assignment,
the wavelength usages by the different unicast calls (including
those using the multicast tree links) are less correlated, and
so the overlap among the range sets is reduced in the context
of the matching problem for multicast assignment. This helps
enhance the blocking performance.

VII. CONCLUSION

Multicasting support is a fundamental requirement in future
networks. Optical power splitters facilitate multicasting by
creating many copies of the same signal all optically. By
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 15. Comparison of the performance under random and first-fit wavelength
assignment for no WC and sparse WC for (a) the lighttree approach and (b) the
lightpath approach.

eliminating the transmission of redundant traffic over cer-
tain links, multicasting can improve network performance.
However, the lack of wavelength conversion necessitates the
establishment of a lighttree on a single wavelength. On the
other hand, establishing lightpaths on different wavelengths to
satisfy a multicast request, while requiring more capacity, is
less constrained in terms of wavelength assignment. Hybrid
approaches that combine lightpaths and lighttrees to set up a
multicast call may give the best performance.

In this paper, we developed a common framework for ana-
lyzing the blocking performance of multicast call requests when
they are implemented using either the lighttree, lightpath, or a
hybrid approach. The latter two may be needed in the case when
only some nodes in the network are multicast-capable (with ei-
ther full or partial splitting) as, then, there may not exist a single
multicast tree which satisfies the splitting constraints and at the
same time serves all the destinations in the destination set. The
models were validated using simulation results. The results from

the models and the simulations suggest that, under no wave-
length conversion, it is preferable to realize the multicast call
with a set of trees which have small nodal degrees. Such a re-
alization finds the right balance between wavelength continuity
and required capacity. Between the lightpath and the lighttree
approaches, the former is better when there is no wavelength
conversion, but even a small amount of wavelength conversion
helps shift the advantage to the lighttree approach.

In our work, we did not consider alternate realizations, i.e.,
using one realization for one multicast request and another
approach for another multicast request. All of the multicast
requests within an experiment were assumed to be imple-
mented using either the lighttree, lightpath, or the (same)
hybrid approach. It would be interesting to study the perfor-
mance when such alternate realizations are allowed. Multicast
wavelength assignment for dynamic traffic is another topic
for future study. Finally, routing and wavelength assignment
for multicast requests by jointly considering the blocking
performance and physical layer constraints seems to be yet
another important problem to consider in the future.
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